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ABSTRACT In this paper, a groove gap waveguide (GGW) low-pass filter is proposed for the first time. 

Gap waveguide technology represents an interesting alternative as a low-loss, cost-effective, high-

performance transmission line and packaging solution for microwave and millimeter-wave systems. This 

technology may exhibit a frequency behavior similar to rectangular waveguide but with some advantages 

such as the no need of electrical contact between the upper and lower plates of the GGW, making it an 

attractive alternative in the design of satellite devices at high frequencies. However, all the previous literature 

focused on band-pass filters, while design methods for GGW low-pass filters have not been reported. 

Furthermore, in this paper a new manufacturing approach is proposed and its performance has been compared 

with traditional methods such as Computer Numerical Control (CNC) milling. The new approach relies on 

the Selective Laser Melting (SLM)-3D printing of the filter followed by a post-processing step, in which it is 

partially mechanized using CNC milling to improve the surface finish. Measurements of the manufactured 

prototypes are also included to compare both techniques at millimeter-waves, showing the advantages of the 

new fabrication method and the excellent agreement with the simulations.  

INDEX TERMS Groove gap waveguide, low-pass filter, selective laser melting 3D-printing. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The gap waveguide technology was introduced in [1], [2] 

as an alternative to conventional waveguides for high 

frequencies. Specifically, the groove gap waveguide 

(GGW) technology is based on two metal parallel plates, 

where one of them exhibits a pin bed. This pin bed usually 

consists of multiple square metal pins, as we can see in 

Fig.1. The pin structure introduces a high impedance 

condition at the plane above the pins. Thus, by placing the 

other (flat) metal plate at a gap distance < 𝜆/4 from the top 

of the pins, the propagation in the pin region is forbidden 

over a certain frequency range defined by the periodicity of 

the pin structure, provided also that the height of the pins is 

approximately h = 𝜆/4 to create the high impedance 

condition. Comprehensive studies about the most important 

parameters of the GGW have been presented in [3]-[6]. The 

main advantage of the GGW is that it allows the wave 

propagation along the channel defined by W and L in Fig.1, 

with a similar performance as a rectangular waveguide of 

width W and height L, as explained in [7], [8]. Using this 

technology, several devices have been reported, for 

instance antennas [9]-[11] or bandpass filters based on 

coupled resonators [12]-[14]. However, no design 

technique is available in the literature for low-pass filters, 

which benefit from the inherent advantages of frequency 

responses not based on resonances. 

Currently, rectangular waveguide filters are key 

components in many practical applications, with special 

presence in the fields of radar and communications [15], 

[16]. In [17], Cohn proposed the classical corrugated low-

pass filter and the design technique was described in the 

well-known book written by Matthaei, Young, and Jones 

[18]. The method consists of a cascade of rectangular 

waveguide sections with the same width but different 

height. Unfortunately, while GGW technology seems 

suitable for changes in the filter width, there is no easy way 

to implement changes in the filter height as there are 

restrictions in the height of the pins and the gap distance in 

order to keep the nature of the technology itself, as 
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FIGURE 1. Section of the groove gap waveguide structure. 

 

explained before. Hence, GGW technology cannot be used 

straightforwardly for corrugated low-pass filters and, 

therefore, a different GGW topology is introduced in this 

paper to achieve the low-pass frequency response. 

Once a low-pass filter is designed in the new GGW 

topology, its manufacturing is studied considering that we 

aim for high (millimeter-wave) frequencies. Complex 

manufacturing methods can be used to fabricate millimeter-

wave filters and, in [19], a description of some of these 

emerging techniques is presented. However, CNC milling 

is still the most widespread method for fabricating metal 

waveguide components due to its simplicity and good 

performance at lower frequencies. On the other hand, 

Additive Manufacturing (AM) has recently received much 

attention as a key technology for the integration of 

millimeter-wave systems and it seems especially suitable 

for the fabrication of GGW devices, since it allows the 

implementation of a large number of pins (if required) 

without increasing (unlike CNC milling) the time or cost of 

the process as explained in [20], where a comparison 

between several manufacturing methods is presented. 

Among the several AM processes available in the market, 

the so-called stereolithographic (SLA) 3D-printing method 

[21], [22], is rapidly evolving, being a promising 

alternative to CNC milling in some applications and 

benefiting from the inherent general advantages of 3D-

printing for RF components. It can precisely print the parts 

in a polymer, which has to be later on plated. Plating a 

GGW is not complex, as it consists of open surfaces easily 

accessible for the silver or gold, for instance, to deposit. 

However, in space applications this approach poses some 

important problems, such as the different coefficient of 

thermal expansion of both the polymer and the metal. A 

more promising approach for space is 3D-printing by 

Selective Laser Melting (SLM) [23], [24], where the 

system is directly fabricated in metal (aluminum, for 

instance). Unlike SLA, SLM has the advantage of not 

requiring a subsequent postprocessing (plating). However, 

although its disadvantages are rapidly improving, SLM still 

has lower printing precisions and more surface roughness, 

which are of particular importance for millimeter-wave 

filters. In order to cope with these disadvantages while we 

benefit from the advantages of SLM, a postprocessing step 

consisting in mechanizing only part of the 3D-printed filter 

 

 

FIGURE 2. 5th-order transmission line filter prototype. 

  

 

FIGURE 3. Equivalent circuit of a low-pass filter of order N based on 
impedance inverters connected with transmission-line sections. 

 

 is explained in this work. 

In summary, in this paper the first GGW low-pass filter 

is proposed. To this end, the new GGW filter topology will 

be introduced in Section II along with the low-pass design 

procedure, where the filter will consist of transmission-line 

sections and impedance inverters. Finally, a combined 3D-

printing and milling fabrication method will be explained 

in Section III, benefiting from the advantages of SLM and 

fighting against its disadvantages with a mechanization 

postprocessing of part of the 3D-printed filter. A design 

example will be given in Section IV to show the good 

electrical performance of our approach and some 

conclusions will close this work. 

II. DESIGN METHOD 

A classical corrugated waveguide low-pass filter consists of a 

cascade of transmission-line sections, each of them 

characterized by its impedance, Zi, as depicted in Fig. 2, where 

a stepped impedance network is shown following [16]. In 

order to implement it in rectangular waveguide, this approach 

would lead to sections where the height changes. As we have 

previously said, implementing changes in height is not 

straightforward in GGW, since the pin height and the gap are 

critical parameters in this technology and their change affects 

the electrical behavior of the pin bed. In rectangular 

waveguide technology, an interesting alternative was 

presented in [25] for the implementation of high-power low-

pass filters consisting of transmission-line sections connected 

through impedance inverters, whose values change to keep the 

same characteristic impedance in all the transmission-line 

sections. The values of the impedance inverters are obtained 

by full-wave simulation tools, and they allow the 

implementation of low-pass filters in rectangular waveguide 

through obstacles that extend completely along the broad 

direction of the waveguide. In Fig. 3, we can see an equivalent 

circuit showing the impedance inverters, Ki, connected to 

transmission-line sections of equal impedance, Z0. In order to 

allow the implementation of low-pass devices for millimeter-

wave frequencies, this approach is extended to 
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(a) Front view 

  

(b) Top view 
 

FIGURE 4. Post inside a groove gap waveguide section employed as an 
impedance inverter. 

 

overcome the limitation of using transmission lines with 

electrical length just equal to  𝜃𝑐, as required in [25] and [26]. 

As a matter of fact, the use of longer transmission lines, 

represented as 𝑀𝜃𝑐 (where 𝑀 ≥ 1 is an integer number) in 

Figs. 2 and 3, will have a similar effect than the use of higher-

order modes when designing bandpass filters, as detailed in 

[27] and [28]. The particular case of M = 1 leads to the 

techniques presented in [25] and [26], while increasing M 

provides benefits for millimeter-wave applications. Indeed, in 

addition to the robustness against manufacturing errors needed 

for high frequency components, the larger separation between 

the inverters as M increases leads to a more accurate design 

approach since the possible interaction of the adjacent 

inverters (not considered in the design method) is reduced as 

the distance between them is larger. 

The low-pass filter synthesis procedure begins by fixing the 

order of the filter, N, which determines the number of 

transmission-line sections, the in-band return loss level, RL, 

the maximum frequency of the passband, fc, and the maximum 

rejection frequency, f0. With these values, we can calculate the 

𝑀𝜃𝑐 value as: 

                                𝑀𝜃𝑐 =  90 ∙ 𝑀 ∙  
𝜆𝑔,𝑓0  

𝜆𝑔,𝑓𝑐

          (1) 

where λg, f0 and λg, fc are the guided wavelength corresponding 

to f0 and fc, respectively. Therefore, the spurious-free band can 

be controlled by modifying this parameter. Once we have 

obtained the impedances of the transmission-line sections, we  

 
(a) Top view 

 

 
(b) Side view 

 

 
 

(c) 3D view 

 

FIGURE 5. Low-pass filter based on circular posts (filter order N = 5). 

 

can determine the values of the impedance inverters following 

the methodology outlined in [25]. However, in the case of 

GGW technology, we need to implement a feasible topology 

that, unlike [25], differs from using obstacles of different 

geometries extending along the entire broad direction of the 

waveguide. As mentioned before, each impedance inverter is 

connected to two transmission lines of equal characteristic 

impedance, Z0, and electrical length 𝑀𝜃𝑐 . The impedance 

inverter can be physically implemented in GGW by using a 

post of diameter d and height hi, see Fig. 4. The post is 

connected to two GGW sections of length 𝑠𝑖/2, which is half 

of the separation between the surrounding impedance inverters 

in Fig. 3 (i.e., 𝑀𝜃𝑐/2). Moreover, as can be also seen in Fig.  4, 

these posts can be placed in the top plate, so that the posts and 

the pin bed in the bottom plate do not condition each other 

during the manufacturing process and can be easily and 

independently fabricated.  

The characterization of the circular posts as impedance 

inverters can be accomplished by using an electromagnetic 

simulator such as CST MWS. This will allow us to obtain their 

final physical dimensions. The magnitude of the scattering 

parameter is primarily influenced by the post height, while the 

phase is mainly affected by the position of the port reference 
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planes. In the equivalent circuit depicted in Fig. 3, the values 

of the normalized inverters 𝐾𝑖/𝑍0 can be related to the 

transmission parameter of the structure, as described in [25], 

through:  

                          |𝑆21| =
2

𝐾𝑖
𝑍0

+
1

𝐾𝑖
𝑍0

             𝑖 = 1, 2, … , 𝑁 + 1 (2) 

being |S21| the transmission parameter magnitude. Once we 

have calculated the value of |S21|, the height of the post, hi, is 

varied until this is obtained at the maximum frequency of the 

passband, fc. Note that this process can be applied placing the 

ports at an arbitrary distance, since the value of |S21| remains 

unaffected. Once the appropriate height, hi, is determined, the 

next step of the design procedure is to calculate si, while 

considering the loading effect of the post. The phase of the 

transmission parameter can be represented as a function of the 

distance from the auxiliary input/output ports to the post (si/2). 

On the other hand, the phase of the transmission parameter is 

calculated using 𝑀𝜃𝑐 from (1) as follows: 

 

Φ(𝑆21) =  − 𝑀𝜃𝑐 − 90°                                         (3)  

 

where the phase shift introduced by a capacitive impedance 

inverter is –90º and 𝑀𝜃𝑐 denotes the electrical length of the 

transmission lines connecting the inverters. If an inductive 

impedance inverter is used, the phase shift would be calculated 

by adding +90° instead of -90°. Again, si is varied until the 

calculated value of Φ(𝑆21) is obtained at fc. The final 

separations between the posts (li) in Fig.5 will be calculated 

as: 

𝑙𝑖 =  
𝑠𝑖

2
+ 

𝑠𝑖+1

2
             𝑖 = 1, 2, … , 𝑁                    (4) 

The same process is repeated to adjust all the heights of all 

the posts in the structure, hi, as well as their si, thus 

implementing all the impedance inverters and transmission-

line sections. In the last step, the final topology of the filter is 

reconstructed by connecting all the transmission-line sections 

with their corresponding posts, resulting in a structure 

resembling that in Fig. 5(c). It is worth noting that, in this final 

step, the coupling or interactions between the different posts 

are not taken into account, so a final optimization may be 

necessary to achieve the desired response. 

III. ADVANCED MANUFACTURING METHOD 

Nowadays, Additive Manufacturing (AM) is one of the drivers 

of change in the new Industry 4.0 paradigm. AM applied to 

space platforms appeared some years ago as an enabling 

technology for satellite RF/microwave devices, Internet of 

Space (IoS), and space-based Internet of Things (IoT) 

applications [29]. In the context of RF/microwaves, some of  

the most promising AM techniques are the fused deposition 

modeling (FDM) of polymers, polymer and ceramic stereo-

lithography (SLA), and selective laser melting of metals 

(SLM). SLM is very attractive in the sense that the printed part 

is already metallic (aluminum, for instance) [30], [31]. On the  

 
(a) CNC-milled straight GGW line 

 

 
(b) SLM-3D printed straight GGW line 

                      

 
(c) Straight GGW line manufactured by the combined (3D-printing plus 

milling) method proposed in this paper 

FIGURE 6. GGW prototypes: straight waveguides. 

 

other hand, polymer-based AM produces lighter components 

and very accurate dimensions, while ceramic-based parts 

benefit from low loss/high permittivity dielectric materials. 

However, plating and metallizing dielectric-based parts, 

including their inner waveguides, pose significant challenges. 

Although alternatives have been proposed based on sputtering 

or electroless plating, they are not simple. Despite of its 

advantages, the surface roughness achieved with SLM usually 

affects the behavior of the prototype, as [32] and [33] 

explained in detail. This roughness is especially detrimental 

when operating at high frequencies, being not possible to 

obtain components with a similar performance than the ones 

fabricated by milling, as commented in [34]. Therefore, SLM 

is typically avoided when implementing millimeter-wave 

devices, especially filters, which are very demanding in 

terms of final manufacturing quality.  However, in our case 

of low-pass GGW filters, we could easily machine the GGW 

channel and the top-plate posts, as a postprocessing step once 

the filter has been 3D-printed, so that roughness is improved 

in the surfaces that directly interact with the propagating 

wave. Using post-processing procedures after 3D-printing is 

something usual and they typically range from metallization 

to thermal treatment [35]-[37], which are techniques that 

unfortunately can significantly worsen the manufacturing 

accuracy. In our case, we propose a manufacturing method 

that combines SLM 3D-printing with a straightforward CNC 

milling step in the postprocessing phase, taking benefit of all 

the advantages of SLM and avoiding its disadvantages 

(roughness mainly). Moreover, the design technique 

contributes to the overall filter robustness in the  
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millimeter-wave range as explained before. As typically 

done, the external flange is also machined to ensure a perfect 

match with the measuring equipment. Unlike the GGW 

channel and the top-plate posts, machining the GGW pin bed 

(which would be very costly and time consuming) is not 

needed as it does not affect the overall device operation.  
In order to show the potential of this combined SLM plus 

CNC milling manufacturing process for millimeter-wave 

GGW devices, several straight GGW lines will be designed, 

fabricated, and compared. In particular, we will consider these 

three manufacturing methods: (a) conventional CNC milling, 

(b) SLM 3D-printing, and (c) SLM 3D-printing plus CNC 

milling as a postprocessing step. In all three cases, the flanges 

will be machined and the GGW employs the same dimensions 

(see Fig.1): W = 5.69 mm, L = 2.845 mm, g = 0.1 mm, h = 1.9 

mm, r = 1.56 mm, and p = 1.23 mm. With the aim of keeping 

the dimensions of the WR22 standard ports (W = 5.69 mm, L 

= 2.845 mm), a pedestal of height b = 0.845 mm is added. The 

prototypes, which have a length equal to 100 mm, are shown 

in Fig. 6. A simple visual inspection reveals that the 

waveguide roughness is easily perceptible in the case of the 

SLM 3D-printed (without any machining postprocessing) 

device, Fig. 6(b), compared to the other 2 prototypes: Fig. 6(a) 

is a wholly machined GGW line, while Fig. 6(c) is a 3D-

printed GGW line where the GGW channel is machined after 

3D-printing. In terms of the GGW pin bed, Fig.  6(b) and 

Fig. 6(c) look of course very similar. The behavior of the 

device is not affected by the roughness in the pin bed, as 

explained before and, hence, no mechanization is needed in 

this region.  

In order to evaluate the frequency behavior of the structures 

manufactured by the three approaches, the effective 

conductivity obtained from the S21 and from the loss L-

parameter, defined as in [38], are compared. In addition to the 

S21, which is the typical parameter considered to evaluate the 

insertion loss of a component, L is also shown here to involve 

the S11 parameter in the analysis and unmask artifacts that may 

appear in the S21 due to manufacturing or assembly. 

Specifically, for the 2-port devices considered in this analysis, 

L is estimated as [38]:             

 

          𝐿 =  −10log (|𝑆11|2 + |𝑆21|2)                          (5) 

 

The expression in (5) simply represents the conservation of 

energy in the component. The three GGWs have been 

measured under the same environment in the same test 

campaign in order to avoid imbalances in the measurement 

equipment and calibration. A comparison of the three 

measurements is shown in Fig. 7: L is given in Fig. 7(a) and 

the transmission parameter (|S21|) in Fig. 7(b).  

All three straight GGW lines have WR22 ports and, hence, 

comparisons are made over the 33-50 GHz frequency range. 

For comparison purposes, we have also included the CST 

MWS simulations considering PEC (black line), as well as  

 

 
(a) Loss L for the straight GGW lines  

 
(b) |S21| for the straight GGW lines  

FIGURE 7. Comparison of the conductivity achieved between the GGW 
using PEC (black line), aluminum (red line), AlSi10Mg (green line), and the 
measured results of the manufactured prototypes with CNC milling 
(magenta line), the advanced manufactured technique (blue line), and 
SLM 3D-printing (cyan line). Simulation results in dashed line and 
measurement results in solid line. 

 

aluminum (red line), which is the material used for the CNC 

milled GGW line with an ideal conductivity of 35.6 MS/m, 

and AlSi10Mg (green line), which is the material employed for 

SLM 3D-printing with an ideal conductivity of 20.4 MS/m. In 

the same figure, we show the measurements of the CNC-

milled prototype (magenta line) and of the 3D-printed 

prototype after the milling postprocessing (blue line). As can 

be seen in Fig. 7(a), both measurements show an effective 

conductivity which corresponds with a value equal to 

0.3 MS/m. This effective conductivity considers the 

background material conductivity as well as effects such as the 

roughness of the walls. The measured effective conductivity 

for the SLM 3D-printed GGW line without any machining 

postprocessing is 0.055 MS/m (cyan line), i.e. 6 times lower 

than using the postprocessing. Moreover, L shows also a 

greater variation in the WR22 bandwidth for the case of not 

using postprocessing due to dimension inaccuracies in the 

fabrication. 

These results agree with the |S21| results shown in Fig. 7(b), 

where the CNC-milled prototype and the 3D-printed prototype 

after postprocessing reach again the same value for the 
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FIGURE 8. Magnitude of the transmission parameter (|S21|) of the 
structure in Fig. 4 as a function of the height of the post. Circles show the 
interpolated values required for the design of the filter with N = 5. 

  

FIGURE 9. Phase of the transmission parameter (Φ(S21)) of the structure 

in Fig. 4, as a function of the GGW section half-length (si/2). Circles show 
the interpolated values required for the design of the filter with N = 5. 

 

effective conductivity, 0.21 MS/m, quite near to the value 

estimated with L. Something similar occurs with the SLM 3D-

printed GGW line without any machining postprocessing. As 

expected, the SLM 3D-printed device with the machining 

postprocessing has, in the region where the wave propagates,  

similar physical characteristics as the wholly milled device 

and, in particular, the surface roughness is also similar. The 

differences would be mainly due to the conductivity of the 

background material. At the same time, these results somehow 

contradict [6], where SLM-3D printing was discarded as an 

alternative to fabricate gap waveguide devices due to the 

roughness of the device manufactured with this method. From 

these measurements, we can conclude that only a simple 

machining of the critical parts would be necessary to combine 

all the advantages of 3D printing, such as the quick and 

inexpensive fabrications of intricate features like the GGW pin 

bed, with the electrical performance achieved with CNC 

milling.  

 In the next Section, we will make use of this new 

fabrication approach to design and manufacture several low-

pass GGW filters. Again, comparisons will be done between 

wholly milled parts and parts fabricated using the combined 

3D-printing/milling approach.  

 

 

 

TABLE 1  Physical and electrical parameters for the filter with N = 3 and 

𝑴𝜽𝒄 = 𝟏𝟒𝟖° 

GGW Section 

 

Zi 

(1: N) 

li (mm) 

(1: N) 

Ki / Zo 

(1: N + 1) 
|S21| (dB) 

hi (mm) 

(1: N + 1) 

1 

 

0.61 

 

9.24 

 

K1 / Zo = 0.78 -0.28 0.66 

K2 / Zo = 0.61 -1.02 1.09 

2 1.61 8.91 

K3 / Zo = 0.61 -1.02 1.09 
3 

 

0.61 

 

9.24 

 K4 / Zo = 0.78 -0.28 0.66 

TABLE 2  Physical and electrical parameters for the filter with N = 5 and 
𝑴𝜽𝒄 = 𝟏𝟒𝟖° 

GGW Section 

 

Zi 

(1: N) 

li (mm) 

(1: N) 

Ki / Zo 

(1: N + 1) 
|S21| (dB) 

hi (mm) 

(1: N + 1) 

1 

 

0.53 

 

9.04 

 

K1 / Zo = 0.73 -0.44 0.74 

K2 / Zo = 0.49 -2.03 1.30 

2 2.18 8.56 

K3 / Zo = 0.39 -3.29 1.57 
3 

 

0.34 

 

8.44 

 
K4 / Zo = 0.39 -3.29 1.57 

4 

 
2.18 8.56 

K5 / Zo = 0.49 -2.03 1.30 
5 

 

0.53 

 

9.04 

 K6 / Zo = 0.73 -0.44 0.74 

 

TABLE 3 Physical and electrical parameters for the filter with N = 7 and 

𝑴𝜽𝒄 = 𝟏𝟒𝟖° 

GGW Section 

 

Zi 

(1: N) 

li (mm) 

(1: N) 

Ki / Zo 

(1: N + 1) 
|S21| (dB) 

hi (mm) 

(1: N + 1) 

1 

 

0.51 

 

9.16 

 

K1 / Zo = 0.71 -0.49 0.73 

K2 / Zo = 0.47 -2.31 1.23 

2 2.33 8.76 

K3 / Zo = 0.36 -3.84 1.46 
3 

 

0.31 

 

8.66 

K4 / Zo = 0.33 -4.39 1.62 
4 

 

2.73 

 

8.65 

K5 / Zo = 0.33 -4.39 1.62 
5 

 

0.31 

 

8.66 

K6 / Zo = 0.36 -3.84 1.46 
6 

 

2.33 8.76 

K7 / Zo = 0.47 -2.31 1.23 
7 

 

0.51 

 

9.16 

 K8 / Zo = 0.71 -0.49 0.73 

 

IV. DESIGN EXAMPLE 

The method described in Section II is used in this Section for 

the design of three low-pass GGW filters. First, we fix the 

return loss level, RL, and the order of the filter, N. In our case, 

we aim for a RL better than 20 dB and N consecutively takes 

the value of 3, 5, and 7 for each of the filters designed. 𝑀𝜃𝑐 is 

calculated using (1), and for this we first define the maximum
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FIGURE 10. Comparison between the CST MWS simulated frequency 
response for the filter of order N = 3 (green line), N = 5 (blue line), and N 
= 7 (red line). |S11| in thick line and |S21| in thin line. 

 

  

 

(a) CNC-milled devices 

 

 
 

 
(b) Devices manufactured using the combined 3D-printing/milling 

approach used in this paper 
 

FIGURE 11. Low-pass filters prototypes. 

 

frequency of the passband, fc = 36 GHz, and the maximum 

rejection frequency, f0 = 40 GHz. In these conditions, and 

considering M = 2, the electrical length 𝑀𝜃𝑐 is 148º. Next, we 

proceed to calculate the transmission line impedances, Zi, and 

the impedance inverters. Following the design method, we can 

calculate the |S21| parameter using (2) for each impedance 

inverter. Additionally, we determine the phase shift of the 

transmission parameter using (1) and (3). The values of hi are 

variated until the desired |S21| parameter is achieved (using a 

post diameter, d = 2 mm), followed by adjusting the values of 

si until the correct Φ(𝑆21) is reached, as explained below. The 

separation between the posts li will be finally obtained using 

(4).  The final values of the physical and electrical parameters 

will be summarized in Table I, Table II and Table III for a filter 

order N = 3, 5, and 7, respectively. In order to obtain the 

correct hi, the structure shown in Fig. 4 (a) is analyzed taking 

different post heights. In Fig. 8, we show the |S21| parameter at 

the maximum frequency of the passband, fc, for different post 

 
(a) S-Parameters  

 
(b) Insertion loss 

FIGURE 12. Comparison between the CST MWS simulated frequency 
responses (dashed lines) for the filter of order N = 5 using different 
materials: aluminum (red line) and AlSi10Mg (green line). Measured 
results (solid lines) for the prototypes manufactured by CNC milling 
(magenta line) and the combined manufacturing technique described in 
this work (blue line). |S11| in thick line and |S21| in thin line. 

 

heights (from 0.5 to 2 mm). The circles represent the 

interpolated value of hi required for the filter of order N = 5, 

using (2) to implement the needed impedance inverters. 

Furthermore, the phase of the transmission parameter 

(Φ(𝑆21)) is also computed for the structure of Fig.4 (b) at the 

maximum frequency of the passband, fc, as a function of the 

reference ports positions, si/2. This is shown in Fig. 9, where 

the phase is displayed for different lengths si/2 (from 4 to 5 

mm) and using different post heights for the filter of order N 

= 5 (the heights previously calculated by means of Fig. 8). 

Again, the interpolated values are indicated with circles in the 

graph. As we explained before, the interaction between each 

post has not been considered in the design method (which 

would be minimized as 𝑀𝜃𝑐 increases), and an optimization 

has to be made after cascading all the elements. That is the 

reason of the deviation between the theoretical values and the 

final heights and lengths in Tables I, II, and III. In Fig. 10, we 

can see the simulated frequency response of the filter with N 

= 3, 5, and 7. The higher the filter order, the greater the 

rejection level (around 60 dB for N = 7). The RL is around 
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20 dB in all three cases.  The final design for N = 5 has been 

fabricated and is shown in Fig. 11, where Fig. 11(a) depicts 

the final prototype manufactured by CNC milling and 

Fig. 11(b) is the 3D-printed filter followed by a machining 

postprocessing. In Fig. 12, we also show a comparison 

between the CST MWS simulations using aluminum with a 

conductivity of 35.6 MS/m and the AlSi10Mg alloy with a 

conductivity of 20.4 MS/m for the filter of N = 5. The former 

is used for the wholly milled prototype, while the latter is the 

material used for 3D-printing. In Fig. 12 we can also see the 

measurements of the fabricated low-pass filters obtained by 

means of a Keysight E8361C PNA. Moreover, the insertion 

loss parameter is also given in detail, see Fig. 12 (b). An 

excellent agreement is observed between simulations and 

measurements. We can also interpret these results as a 

confirmation of the fact that the machining postprocessing has 

eliminated the surface roughness of the SLM 3D-printing, and 

hence the 3D-printed device behaves electrically as the wholly 

milled prototype as long as the machining postprocessing is 

employed. Moreover, its cost and lead time is much less, 

making this combined fabrication method an excellent 

alternative for millimeter-wave filters using GGW 

technology. 

V. CONCLUSION 

A technique to design low-pass filters in GGW technology has 

been proposed for the first time in this paper using posts as 

impedance inverters in the top-plate. The filters are 3D-printed 

using SLM and similar electrical performance as a prototype 

manufactured by milling is achieved as long as the 3D-printed 

filter is subjected to a machining postprocessing of only the 

GGW channel and the top-plate posts. This combines the 

overall flexibility and cost effectiveness given by 3D printing 

with the good performance of wholly milled parts. Several 

straight GGW lines and filters of different orders were 

designed, manufactured, and compared considering different 

fabrication techniques, showing that our approach is a 

promising way to design lower-cost low-pass filters in the 

millimeter-wave frequency range with lower lead times too. 
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